Computer-aided engineering is widely used in mechanical engineering to analyze the noise-and vibration-related performances of components and assemblies. Recently, extremely fine meshes of the body structure and large number of degree-of-freedom (DOF), in a finite element model (FE model) with increased CPU power, have been used to run simulations in high-frequency regions and to improve the accuracy of the simulations. This FE model is better suited for studying the effects of changing physical parameters, such as material stiffness and structural details, thereby facilitating a detailed analysis of the vibration behavior. Moreover, with an FE model, it is difficult to develop effective countermeasures against noise and vibration because of the increasing number of modes in unit intervals of frequency. For this type of problem in high modal density regions, earlier studies have explored several mode-grouping methods based on similarity of mode shapes. The overall mode shapes are similar in groups but dissimilar in parts. On comparison of two mode shapes, it is observed that the vibration behavior of dissimilar parts is similar to that of a mass damper. If the structure parts that behave like a mass damper can be extracted, we can use the design theory of tuned mass damper for designing structures. This study presents extraction of structure parts that behave like a mass damper. This proposed method uses mutual modal kinetic energy distribution and extracts anti-phase area by two different modes. The main system is defined as the in-phase element, the subsystem is defined as the anti-phase element. In the case that the natural frequency of the subsystem is very close to that of the main system, it is found that the height of the resonance peak decreases.
2-degree-of-freedom system. The vibration system consisting of mass m1 and stiffness k1 is the main system, and the vibration system consisting of mass m2 and stiffness k2 is the sub-system. The motion of this system is completely described by the coordinates x1 and x2, which define the potions of the masses m1 and m2.
2・2 2 つの固有振動数の近接条件
本節では数値計算例を基に FRF に現れる 2 つの共振峰が近接する条件について調査を行う．質量 m1 = 1 kg，剛
Comparison of FRFs under various natural frequency ratio conditions. is equal to f2/f1. f1
and f2 are natural frequency of main and sub system only, respectively. Comparison of mode components between 1st and 2nd mode and mutual modal kinetic energy distribution emmk of element number under various natural frequency ratio conditions. emmk is calculated by 1st and 2nd mode, and elemental mass matrix. In the case that the natural frequency of the sub-system is very close to that of the main system, absolute of each mode components of 1st and 2nd mode are the same and emmk has a magnitude close to 0.5.
emmk of the main system emmk of the sub-system Comparison of mutual modal kinetic energy distribution emmk of 2-degree-of-freedom system. under various mass ratio  and natural frequency ratio conditions. emmk is calculated by 1st and 2nd mode, and elemental mass matrix. In the case that  is small value and absolute of emmk has a magnitude close to 0.5, the natural frequency of the subsystem is very close to that of the main system.
多自由度系における構造変更部位の抽出手法
本研究で提案する手法は一般的な自由度系に適用可能であるが，一例として図 6 に示すような 9 自由度系モデ ルを取り上げ， 構造変更部位の特定方法について検討する． モデルは上下方向に自由度を有し， 質量 m1，m2，…， represents the displacement or output points. As turning coefficient approaches 0.5, the natural frequency of the subsystem approaches that of the main system. Vibration reduction can be performed with a little modification if the mass of subsystem is small. Fig.10 shows candidate subsystem identified by mutual modal kinetic energy distribution between 3rd and 4th modes indicates useful.
Fig.11
Comparison of mutual modal kinetic energy distribution emmk of element number calculated between 1st and 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 7th mode. emmk is calculated by 4th and each mode, and elemental mass matrix. In the case that the natural frequency of the sub-system is very close to that of the main system, absolute of summation of negative value of mutual modal kinetic energy distribution emmk is equal to 0.5. Comparison of mutual modal kinetic energy distribution emmk of element number calculated between 4th and 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th mode. emmk is calculated by 4th and each mode, and elemental mass matrix. In the case that the natural frequency of the sub-system is very close to that of the main system, absolute of summation of negative value of mutual modal kinetic energy distribution emmk is equal to 0.5. 
構造変更部位の同調による振動低減効果 4・1 構造変更部位と主系の周波数応答関数
Comparison of original FRF and improved FRF after under various structural modification plans for reduction of 1st resonance peak. The subsystem for vibration reduction is element number 6 and 7 as CS1 shown in Fig.5 . It is understood that the height of the fourth order resonance peak of All system H3,9 decreases under all structural modification plans.
4・3 4 次共振峰に対する振動低減効果 4・3・1 応答点を含む要素と結合している場合の同調(CS2)
構造変更部位を要素 4，5（CS2）とし，分系を要素 4，5，それ以外を主系とする．また，応答点に対して分系 Comparison of original FRF and improved FRF after under various structural modification plans for 4th resonance peak. The subsystem for vibration reduction is element number 5 as CS3 shown in Fig.5 . It is understood that the height of the fourth order resonance peak of All system H3,9 decreases under all structural modification plans. , 9 H2, 9 H4, 9 H5, 9 H6, 9 H7, 9 H8, 9 H9, 9 Fig.18 Comparison of original FRF and improved FRF after under various output elements for 4th resonance peak.
H1
Modification plan is 1 shown in Fig.17(a) . It is understood that the height of the fourth order resonance peak of All system H3,9 most decreases under output element 4. 
結 言

